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The meeting was organized by Anton Bovier (Berlin), Rihard D. Gill (Utreht), and

Willem R. van Zwet (Leiden). Forty-four partiipants took part, and 26 letures were

given during the well-attended morning and afternoon sessions. An additional evening

leture was presented by Rihard Gill.

The goal of the meeting was to bring together researhers working on di�erent aspets

of \stohastis in the sienes". These aspets inlude the modelling of proesses in nature

as random proesses, their statistis as well as the analysis of the resulting stohasti

models. Topis of the letures inluded interating partile systems, spin systems as well

as di�usions. Systems in equilibrium were onsidered as well as the dynamis of systems

out of equilibrium, and problems of phase transitions and metastability were disussed.

One series of talks was devoted to statistial problems in geophysis, astronomy and high-

energy physis while another one addressed quantum systems. The abstrats of the talks

are given below (in hronologial order).

The exellent working onditions and the inspiring atmosphere made the meeting a great

suess and it's a pleasure to thank the heerful sta� for making our stay so enjoyable.



Abstrats

Phase transitions for interating di�usions

Frank den Hollander

(joint work with Andreas Greven (Erlangen))

In this talk we onsider the following system of oupled stohasti di�erential equations:
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for some � 2 (0;1):

As t!1 the system either onverges to a non-trivial equilibrium or it dies out loally

(i.e., onverges weakly to the all-0 on�guration). We are interested in lassifying this

behavior. The answer is di�erent in the following two lasses.

I. b(x) = o(x

2

) as x!1.

The system onverges to a non-trivial equilibrium if and only if â(�; �) is transient, where

â(i; j) =

1

2

[a(i; j) + a(j; i)℄. This dihotomy holds irrespetive of the preise form of b(�).

II. b(x) = bx

2

, b > 0.

Suppose that a(i; j) = a(j; i).

1. If a(�; �) is reurrent, then the system dies out loally for any b > 0.

2. If a(�; �) is transient, then there exists a sequene
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suh that

i. the system onverges to a non-trivial equilibrium if and only if b < b

�

;

ii. this equilibrium has a �nite m-th moment if and only if b < b

m

(m � 2).

Moreover, b

m

� 1=m as m!1.

Modelling marine magneti anomaly lineations by an Ornstein{Uhlenbek

proess

Ted Chang

The so alled marine magneti anomaly lineations provide the best information to reon-

strut the past position of tetoni plates. In estimating these reonstrutions, the shapes

of the lineations beome a nuisane parameter and hene a parsimonious model for their

shapes beomes neessary. Previous models assumed a pieewise great irular shape, how-

ever, as the data density has inreased, these models beome untenable. We propose to

use an Ornstein{Uhlenbek proess to model these shapes.

The talk will start with a general disussion of the soure of the marine magneti anomaly

lineations and their role in tetoni plate reonstrutions. We will then disuss some of

the mathematis of how we will estimate a reonstrution under an Ornstein{Uhlenbek
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proess model for the shape of the lineations. Finally, we will disuss the results of suh

models using a series of data sets from the Central Atlanti.

No geophysial bakground will be needed.

Flutuations of the free energy in Gaussian spin glass models: the REM and

the p-spin SK model

Irina Kourkova

(joint work with Anton Bovier and Matthias L�owe)

We prove the Central Limit Theorem for the free energy in the p-spin version of the

Sherrington{Kirkpatrik Spin Glass model on a sale N

�(p�2)=4

. This is shown to hold for

all values of the inverse temperature � smaller than a ritial �

p

, and �

p

!

p

2 ln 2 as

p " +1. We also establish preise limit theorems for the free energy and the partition

funtion of the Random Energy Model at all temperatures. For � <

p

2 ln 2, utuations

of the free energy are found at an exponentially small sale: For � up to a new ritial value

p

ln 2=2 the resaled utuations are Gaussian, while below they are driven by the Poisson

proess of the extreme values of the random energies. For � >

p

2 ln 2, the utuations

of the logarithm of the partition funtion are on sale one and are expressed in terms of

the Poisson proess of extremes. For � =

p

2 ln 2 the partition funtion divided by its

expetation onverges to 1=2.

Survey on long-time tails for the paraboli Anderson model

Wolfgang K

�

onig

We onsider the heat equation with random potential,

�

t

u(t; x) =

1

2

�u(t; x) + �(x)u(t; x)

on (0;1) � S (where S = Z

d

or S = R

d

) with loalized initial ondition u(0; x) = Æ

0

(x).

Here � is the (disrete or ontinuous, respetively) Laplae operator, and � = (�(x))

x2S

is

a random potential (i.i.d. in the disrete ase, shift-invariant in the ontinuous ase). This

is a model for random mass transport through a random medium having soures (spae

points x with �(x) > 0) and sinks (spae points x with negative �(x)). Starting with one

partile of unit mass at the origin at time 0, u(t; x) is the expeted mass at the point x at

time t, for a �xed realization of the random potential �.

We are interested in the long-time behavior of the random �eld u(t; �) (almost surely

and the moments), for various important lasses of potentials �. Of partiular interest is

the phenomenon of intermitteny : u(t; �) develops high peaks on small islands whih give

the main ontribution to the total mass in S.

In the talk, I presented a survey of the existing mathematially rigorous work on this

problem, explained heuristis and indiated some proofs.

Some appliations of diretional statistis to astronomy

P. E. Jup

(joint work with J. Cuypers, P. Kim, J-Y Koo, P. Wiegert)

In many astronomial problems the data are diretions (represented by unit vetors). The
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appliation of diretional statistis to astronomy was illustrated by three suh problems,

involving omets, binary stars, and asteroids, respetively.

Non-parametri density estimation of normals to the orbits of long-period omets showed

uniformity of both elipti longitude and (surprisingly) elipti latitude. Analyses of (i)

orbital planes of visual binary stars, (ii) spin axes of asteroids are ompliated by (a) mirror-

image ambiguities, (b) geometrial seletion e�ets. For both binary stars and asteroids,

sore tests within simple parametri models indiated underlying uniformity subjet to

onsiderable seletion.

Quantum measurement, quantum statistial inferene, and nonloality

without entanglement

Rihard Gill

I motivate my talk by reent work of Duth experimenters on reating a quantum super-

position of marosopially distint states, the so-alled Delft Qubit, or Shr�odinger SQUID.

Next I disuss the basi ingredients of quantum measurement theory: (pure) states, (uni-

tary) evolutions, entanglement, and (simple) measurements. The use of the basi building

bloks is illustrated by quantum teleportation of one qubit using an entangled pair of

qubits. I next explain how ombining the four building bloks in arbitrary ways leads one

to the lass of Operator-valued Probability Measures (OProM's) as the lass of all possible

maps from a (possible mixed) initial quantum state to a probability law of the outome

of a measurement on some outome spae (theorems of Naimark, Holevo, Ozawa). We are

now able to formulate and solve problems of optimal statistial inferene onerning an

unknown quantum state, where in the optimization one may optimize over measurement

(experimental setting) as well as over the statistial inferene. I survey reent work of Gill

and Massar (Phys Rev A 29 (2000), 2312{2327) where in partiular the problem of optimal

estimation of an unknown qubit based on N idential opies is onsidered. If the state is

known to be pure, it turns out that an optimal measurement proedure is obtained by a

sequene of separate, adaptive, simple measurements on separate qubits (adaptive means:

the setting of the n'th measurement may depend on the outome of the preeding ones). If

the state is mixed, the situation hanges dramatially. We know what is the best that an

be done by separable (nonentangled) measurements, and know that it an be ahieved by a

similar strategy as was optimal for the pure ase. However if one allows non-separable mea-

surements, a dramati inrease in eÆieny is possible. It is an open problem to determine

exatly how muh improvement is possible (we have upper and lower bounds, with a large

gap between). This phenomenon is related to that of nonloality without entanglement

reently disovered by Bennet et al in the ontext of quantum information theory.

Tomographi methods for universal quantum estimatio

Mauro D'Ariano

\Quantum Tomography" is a general method for estimating arbitrary ensemble averages

|inluding the density matrix itself|of any quantum system, through the measurement

of a \quorum" of observables. Reently the method has been extended to the estimation

of the matrix form of any \quantum operation" (i.e. quantum evolutions and measure-

ments), using only a �xed \entangled state" as the input state, the entangled state playing

the role of all possible input states in \quantum parallel". In the talk at Oberwolfah

the general theory has been presented in a simple framework of spanning sets for linear

spaes of operators, with attention devoted to the in�nite-dimensional ase. A rih list
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of examples of appliations for di�erent quantum systems has been given, with partiu-

lar fous on quantum optis. Some results from experiments in quantum optis has been

reviewed. Finally, the very reent \Quantum Holography" method has been presented,

where a omplete knowledge of a quantum system an be ahieved by measuring a single

\universal observable" on an extended Hilbert spae.

Selfdeomposability in the physial sienes and in �nane

Ole E. Barndorff-Nielsen

After a brief review of the de�nition and properties of selfdeomposable probability laws

and of OU proesses (i.e. stationary proesses of Ornstein{Uhlenbek type), the applia-

bility of these onepts to modelling in �nane and turbulene was disussed, with the

main emphasis on stohasti volatility modelling of stok pries and exhange rates. The

seond part of the talk �rst desribed the onept of freeness, or free independene, and

the assoiated free in�nite divisibility, and then a de�nition of free selfdeomposability was

proposed and shown to possess properties losely analogous to those of `lassial' selfde-

omposability. In partiular, integration with respet to free L�evy proesses was introdued

and it was shown that any freely selfdeomposable observable an be represented in law as

the integral of the exponential funtion with respet to an assoiated L�evy proess. To a

large extent the talk was based on joint work with respetively Neil Shephard and Steen

Thorbj�rnsen.

Spetral theory and metastability for Markov hains

Markus Klein

(joint work with Anton Bovier, Mihael Ekho� and V�eronique Gayrard)

For a large lass of Markov hains with disrete state spae and transition matrix P

N

we

study the relation between the low-lying spetrum of the disrete generator 1�P

N

and the

metastable behaviour of the hain. We de�ne the notion of a metastable set as a subset of

the state spae �

N

suh that (i) this set is reahed from any point x 2 �

N

without return

to x with probability at least b

N

, while (ii) for any two point x; y in the metastable set, the

probability T

�1

x;y

to reah y from x without return to x is smaller than a

�1

N

� b

N

; �nally,

the invariant mass of eah of the metastable points is required not to be too small. Under

an additional non-degeneray assumption, we show that in suh a situation:

(i) To eah metastable point orresponds a metastable state, whose mean exit time an

be omputed preisely.

(ii) To eah metastable point orresponds one simple eigenvalue of 1�P

N

whih is essen-

tially equal to the inverse mean exit time from this state.

Moreover, these results imply very sharp uniform ontrol of the deviation of the proba-

bility distribution of metastable exit times from the exponential distribution.

The error estimates are best in the ase of reversible hains. Using symmetrization of a

non-reversible hain with respet to the quadrati form indued by its invariant measure

one obtains somewhat weaker estimates for non-reversible hains as well.

Our methods use a ombination of potential and spetral theory with probability theory.
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Statistial inverse problems in high energy physis

Zbigniew Szkutnik

Motivated by high energy physis unfolding problems, we presented some results on approx-

imation e�ets in unfolding intensity funtion of an indiretly observed, nonhomogeneous

Poisson proess. The setup di�ers from the standard one in that the exat form of the

folding operator may not be known for �nite samples (the knowledge of the operator be-

omes omplete only asymptotially). Strong L

2

-onsisteny of quasi-maximum likelihood

B-spline sieve estimators was disussed and risk onvergene rates were given. The degree

of ill-posedness of the problem, as measured by the deay rate of the singular values of

the (disrete) folding operator, requires a ertain order of the B-splines used and a ertain

degree of smoothness of the estimated funtion. Speial modi�ations of the standard dis-

rete approximation to the folding operator and a speial form of the parametri sets have

been proposed, whih help to keep the smoothness assumptions reasonably weak.

Renormalizations of partile systems in equilibrium

Iljana Z

�

ahle

We are interested in the utuation behavior of partile systems in equilibrium. On the

one side we study the voter model on the d-dimensional integer lattie (d � 3), whih

belongs to the ategory of spin systems, on the other side we study the d-dimensional

branhing random walk (d � 3), whih represents the branhing systems. Both proesses

have extremal equilibria for every intensity. We show that the utuations of spae and

spae{time averages with non-lassial saling are Gaussian in the limit. For this purpose

we use the historial proess, whih allows a family deomposition. To ontrol the distri-

bution of the families we use the onept of duality in ase of the voter model respetively

the onept of anonial measures and Palm distributions in ase of the branhing random

walk.

Referenes

[Z�ah01a℄ I. Z�ahle. Renormalization of the voter model in equilibrium. Ann. Probab.,

2001. To appear.

[Z�ah01b℄ I. Z�ahle. Renormalizations of branhing random walks in equilibrium.

Preprint, 2001.

Extreme value behavior in the Hop�eld model

David M. Mason

(joint work with Anton Bovier)

We study a Hop�eld model whose number of patterns M grows to in�nity with the system

size N , in suh a way that M(N)

2

logM(N)=N tends to zero. In this model the unbi-

ased Gibbs state in volume N an essentially be deomposed into M(N) pairs of disjoint

measures. We investigate the distributions of the orresponding weights, and show, in

partiular, that these weights onentrate for any given N very losely to one of the pairs,

with probability tending to one. Our analysis is based upon a new result on the asymptoti

distribution of order statistis of ertain orrelated exhangeable random variables.
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Hydrodynami limits and urvature ows

G

�

erard Ben Arous

(joint work with Ofer Zeitouni)

We present two new systems of partiles whih approah, in the hydrodynami limit, the

mean urvature ow and the aÆne urvature ow for urves in the plane. These systems

are essentially zero-range proesses with birth and death, on the irle. The basi trik is

to transform by the Gauss map the urvature ows in nonlinear evolutions of measures on

the irle whih an be approximated by partile systems.

Spae{time modeling of earthquake ourrenes

Yosihiko Ogata

Based on several established empirial laws in the traditional studies of aftershok statis-

tis, we onstruted a spae{time point-proess model in terms of the onditional intensity

funtion, whih inludes seven parameters to haraterize seismiity in a geophysial re-

gion. We further onsidered a hierarhial extension of the model suh that eah parameter

is a funtion of loation, whih is represented by a 2D pieewise linear funtion onsisting

of faets de�ned on Delaunay tessellated triangles whose verties are loations of earth-

quakes in the data. Then, an objetive Bayesian method is implemented for the optimal

maximum a posteriori estimates showing the harateristis of seismiity in and around

Japan. Our �nal goal was to detet spae{time volumes in whih `relative' seismi quies-

ene have taken plae, for the investigation of the ausal relationship to the forthoming

great earthquakes. For this purpose we used a spae{time pieewise linear funtion de�ned

on Delaunay tessellated tetrahedra whose verties are loations and times of earthquakes

in the data, to get the 3D image of the `residual' of the previously estimated spae{time

onditional intensity rates.

Moderate deviations for longest inreasing subsequenes in random

permutations

Franz Merkl

The distribution of the lengths of longest inreasing subsequenes in random permutations

has attrated muh attention espeially in the last �ve years. In 1999, Baik, Deift, and

Johansson determined the (nonstandard) entral limit behaviour of these random lengths.

They use deep methods from omplex analysis and integrable systems, espeially non-

ommutative Riemann Hilbert theory. The large deviation behaviour of the same random

variables was determined before by Sepp�al�ainen, Deushel, and Zeitouni, using more lassi-

al large deviation tehniques. In the talk, some reent results on the moderate deviations

of the length of longest inreasing subsequenes are presented. This onerns the domain

between the entral limit regime and the large deviation regime. The proof is based on a

Gaussian saddle point approximation around the stationary points of the transition fun-

tion matrix elements of a ertain nonommutative Riemann Hilbert problem of rank 2.

The results grew out of joint work with Matthias L�owe and Silke Rolles.
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Quantum interating partiles

Luigi Aardi

Quantum probability is a natural development of lassial probability theory, whih has

been developed in the past 25 years. A quantum probability spae is equivalent to un-

ountably many lassial probability spaes (Gleason's theorem) and therefore any result

in quantum probability (QP) orresponds to in�nitely many results in lassial probability

(law of large numbers, entral limit theorems, large deviations, : : : )

In physis some lassial stohasti proesses are naturally assoiated to important quan-

tum phenomena. For example: branhing proesses to neutron di�usion, birth and death

proesses to laser theory, : : : This fat raises the following question: How is it possible

that typially quantum phenomena are well desribed by lassial stohasti proesses?

The answer to this question ame from the stohasti limit of quantum theory (SLQT).

The SLQT desribes the long time umulation of weak interation e�ets. Its main result

is the \stohasti golden rule" (a generalization of Fermi golden rule) whih allows, given

a standard Hamiltonian system, to assoiate to it a quantum Langevin equation driven by

some quantum white noise. This quantum white noise desribes the fast degrees of freedom

of the original Hamiltonian system.

The SLQT also shows that this Langevin equation naturally desribes a lassial sto-

hasti proess, obtained by restrition of the quantum ow to the abelian sub-algebra,

generated by the spetral projetions of the slow degrees of freedom of the system. In the

Open System Sheme (OSS) the slow degrees of freedom are alled the System (S) and the

fast ones, the Reservoir (R).

If the system is a (generalized) quantum Ising model, the lassial proess obtained

by restrition to the spetral projetions of the system Hamiltonian, is desribed by a

generalization of the Glauber dynamis.

A great variety of lassial interating partile systems is obtained in this way and their

behavior (ergodiity, mass gap, : : : ) in some sense \drives" the behavior of the larger

quantum system.

Bibliography

[ALuVo01℄ Aardi L., Y.G. Lu, I. Volovih: Quantum Theory and its Stohasti Limit.

Springer-Verlag (2001). To appear. Japanese translation, Tokyo{Springer

(2001).

[AKo00b℄ L. Aardi, S.V. Kozyrev: Quantum interating partile systems. Letures

given by the authors at the Volterra{CIRM International Shool: Quan-

tum interating partile systems , Levio Terme, 23{29 September 2000,

Preprint Volterra, N. 431 September (2000). To appear: World Sienti�

(2001).

Marosopi quantum state superposition and quantum loning: A new

multipartile test of Bell nonloality in quantum mehanis

Franeso De Martini

We report the realization of a Universal Optimum Quantum Cloning Mahine and of

an \all optial" Shr�odinger-Cat apparatus based on quantum injeted-entangled Optial

Parametri Ampli�ation. The System has been adopted for \amplifying" and "loning"

inputs \qubits" and \E-bits", i.e. entangled photon states. The theory of a multipartile

Bell-inequality test to be performed by the present apparatus is presented.
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The new proess of \quantum injetion" into a femtoseond laser exited optial para-

metri ampli�er (QIOPA) operating in entangled on�guration is adopted to \amplify" the

quantum entanglement and superposition properties of the photon ouples generated by

parametri down-onversion. Preisely, in the domain of Quantum Information the QIOPA

devie is adopted to \amplify" in a larger dimensionality Hilbert state the single photon

states (\qubits") and the \2 photon states" (\e-bits"). Investigation of the invariane

properties of the OPA interation Hamiltonian shows that, under appropriate dynamial

onditions, the devie may at as a Universal Quantum Cloning Mahine (UQCM) of the

input qubits (1, 2). We report the �rst experimental realization of suh a devie with

loning of M = 3 qubits out of an input N = 1 qubit. The struture of the Wigner fun-

tion and of the �eld's orrelation funtions show a multiphoton Shr�odinger-Cat behaviour

of the emitted �eld whih is largely detetable against the squeezed vauum noise. The

realization and a relevant fundamental appliation of the �rst \all optial" multiphoton

Shr�odinger-Cat are reported. The tehnial and epistemologial perspetives of the new

methods are onsidered in the light of the general Shr�odinger-Cat Paradigm with relation

to the ontologial status of the \physial reality" (3, 4).

The QIOPA devie was also adopted to \amplify" ouples of photons in entangled linear-

polarization states into an entangled multiphoton states. In this respet the theory of a

multipartile Bell-type inequality test to be performed soon by the present apparatus is

presented (5, 6).

1. F. De Martini, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 2842 (1998) and Phys. Lett. A 250, 15 (1998).

2. F. De Martini, V. Mussi and F. Bovino, Optis. Comm. 179, 581 (2000).

3. A. Einstein, B. Podolsky and N. Rosen, Phys. Rev. 47, 777 (1935).

4. E. Shr�odinger, Naturwissenshaften 23, 807{823 (1935).

5. F. De Martini and G. Digiuseppe, Quant-Phys/0011081, 20. Nov. 2000.

6. W.L. Munro, M.D. Reid and F. De Martini, to be published.

Phase transitions and Bose ondensation in mean �eld and Lebowitz{Penrose

limits

Errio Presutti

The talk is about some researh I am doing direted at understanding the role of quantum

e�ets on phase transitions. Quantum e�ets may be dominant as for instane in the Bose

ondensation, whih is in various ways related to superuidity and superondutivity. On

the other hand, quantum e�ets are minor at higher temperatures, as for instane in the

liquid{vapour phase transitions. In this talk I will report on some works in progress whih

prove a liquid{vapour phase transition for a lass of quantum models. I will then disuss

Bose ondensation for mean �eld models, relating the appearane of the ondensed phase

to the presene of \long loops" in the Feynmann{Ka representation. I will then briey

disuss the problems whih appear when we relax the mean �eld assumption and onsider

Ka potentials.

Metastability for the Ising model with a parallel dynamis

Franesa R. Nardi

(joint work with Emilio N.M. Cirillo)

We onsider the problem of metastability for the Ising model with a parallel updating
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rule. A parallel version of the heat bath dynamis is onsidered: the resulting dynamis

is a reversible Probabilisti Cellular Automaton. We prove that the phenomenology of

metastability is hanged in the sense that an intermediate hessboard phase appears during

the exursion from the minus metastable phase towards the plus stable phase. Nevertheless

the typial lifetime of the metastable phase is the same as in the serial ase.

Stohasti resonane in a double-well potentia

Barbara Gentz

(joint work with Nils Berglund, ETH Z�urih)

We onsider the overdamped motion of a partile in a double-well potential. This partile is

subjet to two di�erent kinds of perturbation: Deterministi periodi driving and additive

white noise. The amplitude of the driving is assumed to be too small to allow for transitions

between the potential wells in the absene of noise. Without periodi foring, the noise

would ause transitions from one potential well to the other at random times. When both

perturbations are ombined, however, and their amplitudes suitably tuned, the partile

will ip bak and forth between the wells in a lose to periodi way.

There exists a threshold value for the noise intensity suh that below threshold, sample

paths are onentrated near one potential well, and have an exponentially small probability

to jump to the other well, while above threshold, transitions our with probability expo-

nentially lose to 1. The power-law dependene of the ritial noise intensity on frequeny

and amplitude of the driving is derived. The transition zones are loalised in time near

instants of maximal foring, their width being determined by the noise intensity.

Random Shr�odinger operators

Hajo Leshke

A brief introdution to the theory of Shr�odinger operators with a random potential, whih

at on the Hilbert spae L

2

(R

d

), is followed by a survey of reent works for Gaussian and

Poissonian random potentials. In the Gaussian ase results on absolute ontinuity of the

integrated density of states N and on spetral (Anderson) loalization are inluded. In the

Poissonian ase for d = 2 with repulsive impurities and a perpendiular onstant magneti

�eld it is pointed out that the leading asymptoti low-energy behaviour of N (the so-alled

Lifshits tail) hanges from quantum to lassial, if the long-distane deay of the underlying

single-impurity potential hanges from super-Gaussian to (regular) sub-Gaussian.

Loal limit analysis of pair-orrelation funtions for the Ising-type models on

Z

d

Dmitri Ioffe

Two point funtions of �nite range ferromagneti models with pair interations obey the

Ornstein{Zernike asymptoti formula in any dimension d � 2 and at every sub-ritial

value of the inverse temperature � < �



.
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Quantum ausality, nondemolition priniple, and predition in quantum

sienes

Vjaheslav P. Belavkin

The development of quantum measurement theory, initiated by von Neumann, indiated

a possibility to resolve the interpretational risis of quantum mehanis by divoring the

algebras of the dynamial generators and observables. It is shown that within this approah

quantum ausality an be rehabilitated in the form of superposition rule of ompatibility of

atual observables with the potential future. This rule together with the self-ompatibility

of measurements insuring the onsisteny of histories is alled the nondemolition priniple.

The appliation of this rule in the form of the dynamial ommutation relations leads

to the derivation of the von Neumann projetion postulate, and also to the more general

redutions, instantaneous, spontaneous, and even ontinuous in time. This gives a quantum

probabilisti solution, in the form of the dynamial �ltering equations, of the notorious

measurement problem whih was takled unsuessfully by many famous physiists starting

from Shr�odinger and Bohr. The simplest Markov quantum stohasti proess for the time

ontinuous measurement involves a boundary value problem for input waves in one extra

dimension.

Absene of ontinuous symmetry breaking in two-dimensional lattie systems

Yvan Velenik

(joint work with Dima Io�e and Senya Shlosman)

Let G be a ompat onneted Lie group. A lassial result of Statistial Physis is

that all Gibbs states of a two-dimensional lattie system with G-invariant interation are

G-invariant, provided the interation is twie ontinuously di�erentiable and deays fast

enough.

I'll explain how the smoothness assumption an be relaxed to simply ontinuity.

Perfet simulation for long-memory proesses

Franis Comets

In this joint work with R. Fernandez and P. Ferrari, we present a perfet simulation algo-

rithm for stationary proesses indexed by Z, with summable memory deay. Depending on

the deay, we onstrut the proess on �nite or semi-in�nite intervals, expliitly from an

i.i.d. uniform sequene. Even though the proess has in�nite memory, its value at time 0

depends only on a �nite, but random, number of these uniform variables. The algorithm is

based on a reent regenerative onstrution of these measures. As appliations, we disuss

the perfet simulation of binary autoregressions.

A Poisson model for sequene alignments

Anton Wakolbinger

(joint work with Dirk Metzler and Ste�en Grossmann)

Aligning two (DNA or amino aid) sequenes means pairing those sites of the two sequenes

whih are supposed to have evolved from a ommon anestral site. A loal alignment

(whih onsists of subintervals of the two sequenes) is sored by rewarding mathes of

11



paired letters, and penalizing mismathes as well as gaps. Only reently, D. Siegmund and

B. Yakir (Ann. Statist. 2000) derived, in the limit of an inreasing gap open penalty, the

asymptoti distribution of high sores under a null model of independent sequenes.

Inspired by the Poisson approximation of Dembo, Karlin and Zeitouni (Ann. Probab.

1994) for good gapless alignments, we propose a Poisson model whih explains entral

features of the Siegmund{Yakir asymptotis, and gives a reasonable idea of the geometry

of good gapped loal alignments in (and probably also beyond) the SY-regime.

Reported by Barbara Gentz.
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